
Hamilton is the city that never sleeps. From the night shift at a steel mill to night clubs and film studios, there’s an honest 

hardworking rhythm here. It’s a town that marches to its own beat. The new West Harbour. The Royal Botanical Gardens. 

Art Gallery of Hamilton. Farmer’s Markets. Hip hoods. Rad restaurants. Street art and style. This is where ideas spark 

and come to life. 

THE HAMMER IS RISING
Brett’s MUSE:

The future isn’t waiting for anyone and Brett plans to get there first. He wants to be at the leading edge of high tech, 

and McMaster Innovation Park is there to help him get his ideas off the ground and support his start-up. Changing the 

world from your laptop with a view of the lake is Brett’s idea of a day well spent.



Between Hamilton Mountain and Lake Ontario, Nature puts on an impressive show. Over a hundred waterfalls make this the 

Waterfall Capital of the World. You could visit two a week and not see them all in a year. Like Albion Falls, Buttermilk Falls, 

Spencer Falls, or Tews Falls that’s almost as high as Niagara! With trails like the Bruce trail, Conservation Areas and parks, you 

really should go take a hike.

WATERFALLS, PARKS AND TRAILS
Andrew’s MUSE:

Photography. It gives perspective to life. His dream is to live by the lake. Hike or bike to beautiful places. And share 

pics that break the internet. He gets inspiration along the waterfront, at Confederation Park or up at Devil’s Punchbowl 

Waterfall and Conservation Area. There’s something new to see every day. Just open your eyes.



Living at Muse means living in Wine Country where rolling vineyards lead to superb restaurants, striking chateau-style wineries, 

small batch distilleries and craft breweries. And it’s all close enough to bike to. Making a tour of the neighbourhood is always a 

tasteful decision. 

WINERIES AND CRAFT BEER
Hayley’s MUSE:

The vine is totally divine, and Hayley’s here to explore all the tastes and temptations of wine country. Her vision is to 

discover brilliant new bottles for her blog, and share her insights with the world. She knows the difference between 

fruit forward and a spicy finish and living here means life is as sweet as a Niagara Ice Wine. 



If you’re going places, Muse is the place to be. The future Confederation GO Train Station will be just 

5 minutes away so you can get to Toronto, Burlington or Oakville in no time. And the Confederation 

GO Bus to Burlington GO Train is running right now. Or jump in the car and you can be on the QEW in 

two minutes. A hot night out Hamilton, brunch in Niagara or a road trip, you have the connections.
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